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In the environment, organisms are exposed to a diverse array of chemicals in complexmixtures. Themajority of
approaches that aim to assess the risk of environmental chemical mixtures, including those used by regulatory
bodies, use toxicity data generated from the individual component chemicals to predict the overall mixture
toxicity. It is assumed that the behaviour of chemicals in a mixture can be predicted using the concepts of
concentration or dose addition for chemicals with similar mechanisms of action or response addition for
dissimilarly acting chemicals. Based on empirical evidence, most traditional risk assessment methods, such
as toxic equivalency factors and the hazard index, make the assumption that the components of a mixture
adhere to the concentration addition model. Thus, mixture toxicity can be predicted by the summation of
the individual component toxicities. However in some mixtures, interactions can occur between chemicals
or at target sites that alter the toxicity so that it is more or less than expected from the constituents. Many
regulatory and experimental methods for predicting mixture toxicity rely on the use of a concentration
addition model so that if interactions occur in mixtures, the risk posed may have been signiﬁcantly
underestimated. This is particularly concerning when considering environmental mixtures which are often
highly complex and composed of indeterminate chemicals. Failure to accurately predict the eﬀects
chemicals will have if released into the environment, where they can form mixtures, can lead to unexpected
detrimental eﬀects on wildlife and ecosystems. The number of confounding factors that may alter the
ecotoxicity of a mixture and the accuracy of predictive methods makes risk assessment of environmental
mixtures a complex and intimidating task. With this in mind, this review aims show why accurate risk
assessment of mixtures is vital by demonstrating the eﬀect they can have on organisms in the environment.
Furthermore, it also aims to look at the current challenges facing the assessment of mixture eﬀects and
examines future areas of focus that seek to develop methodologies more suitable for environmental mixtures.1. Introduction
Most studies only consider the toxicity of chemicals in isolation
whereas in the environment, organisms are exposed to a large
number of diﬀerent chemicals at the same time. The assumption
of mixture toxicity based on the individual component data can
lead to a signicant under- or over-estimation of the potential risk
that a mixture may present. This is particularly pertinent where
regulatory bodies must make assessments on the usage of
chemicals that may be used in the environment or have the
potential for release into it. It has long since been acknowledged
that the presence of a chemical in amixture and its known toxicity
in isolation is no guarantee of the eﬀects when combined with
other agents. Although considerable focus has shied towardsironment Centre, Lancaster University,
artin@lancaster.ac.uk; Tel: +44 (0)1524
r University, Bailrigg, Lancaster LA1 4YQ,
nces, University of Central Lancashire,
57looking at mixtures as a whole, there are still gaps in our
knowledge and our ability to assess them as such. It is not
necessarily possible to know which combinations of chemicals
will arise in the environment or to test for the innumerable agents
andmixtures whichmay occur. Although environmental mixtures
are oen highly complex and vast in composition, a recent review
of mixture studies performed by Kortenkamp et al. found that of
the experiments considered, less than 25% looked at mixtures
with seven or more agents.1 With this in mind, the aim of this
review is to look at how components in a mixture may interact
and what eﬀect this can have on organisms in the environment
when they are exposed, simultaneously, to diﬀerent pollutants. It
will also consider current approaches used to evaluate the eﬀect
of such mixtures in order to understand how this impacts the
assessment of risk that pollutants can pose to the environment.2. Reasons for ecotoxicity risk
assessment of mixtures
Around the world, environmental pollutants are found in
various matrices and can aﬀect organisms at any trophic levelsThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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View Article Onlinein ecosystems of all diﬀerent kinds. Research has shown that
anthropogenic pollution can cause morbidity and mortality in
organisms by aﬀecting processes such as reproduction and
development.2,3 Although some exist transiently and will
degrade, other chemicals are very stable and will remain in the
environment for a long period of time. Such chemicals are of
particular concern for top level predators that accumulate
pollutants and are considered particularly important to ecotoxic
risk assessment due to their longevity and resultant possibility
for exposure to combination mixtures.4 It is clear that envi-
ronmental pollution can have a signicant eﬀect on wildlife
even before the consideration of mixture eﬀects which adds
a further level of complexity.
Environmental mixtures typically exist at fairly low levels, the
exact composition is oen not known and there may be other
external, non-chemical stressors that play a role in the
combined eﬀects too. Although not all mixtures will have eco-
toxic eﬀects, those that do can be signicantly damaging to
wildlife. There are a huge number of potential chemical
combinations and it is not practical nor always possible to test
them all for ecotoxic eﬀects, so there is an obvious need for
robust approaches to assess toxicity.5 A common school of
practice, oen used for regulatory framework, is that if indi-
vidual components of a mixture fall below certain toxicity or
concentration thresholds then the overall mixture will be ‘safe’.
It is easy to see from the available literature, that this does not
always match the real world situation and if components of
a mixture interact the overall risk to environmental organisms
can be much greater or smaller than expected. There are many
classes of pollutants that can formmixtures in the environment
and to consider just three of these groups, heavy metals, phar-
maceutical drugs and pesticides, serves to illustrate the
importance of accurate assessment of environmental mixtures.2.1. Heavy metals
Heavy metals are a major source of environmental pollution
caused by anthropogenic activities and are well known as
a considerable risk to the health of wildlife. Both single toxicant
studies,6–8 and those looking at mixtures have shown that due to
wide industrial use, heavy metal pollution spans many ecosys-
tems and many aquatic, marine and terrestrial organisms are
constantly exposed to complex metal mixtures and the associ-
ated toxicities.9,10 There are numerous studies showing that
metals in mixtures that are found in the environment or
mixtures that simulate them are toxic to environmental organ-
isms. The studies show that the mixtures aﬀect organisms at all
tropic levels of the ecosystem. Due to the nature of heavy metal
pollution, aquatic ecosystems are particularly at risk. Binary
mixture studies of nickel, cadmium and lead as well as arsenic
and cadmium increase mortality rates and cause immobilisa-
tion in Daphnia magna, a sentinel aquatic organism.11,12
Combinations of cadmium, copper and zinc alter the ltration
rate of Dreissena polymorpha, a freshwater zebra mussel.13,14 In
frogs, co-exposure to cadmium and chromium can cause
increased accumulation of heavy metals in the kidneys.15 In fat
head minnows, a mixture of six diﬀerent heavy metals that wereThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016each at individual water criterion levels was found to impair
growth.10 It is clear even from a small sample of the available
data, that mixtures of heavy metals represent a risk of consid-
erable concern.
Such studies have also highlighted that it is not always
straightforward to predict the toxicity of heavy metal mixtures
from tests that use single chemicals and the toxicity of a mixture
can be greater or less than expected. Some mixtures of heavy
metals are relatively simple to assess, for example D. magna
exposure to copper, cadmium, lead and zincmixtures have been
accurately predicted a number of times,16,17 but toxicity predic-
tions of other heavy metal mixtures have been incorrect due to
eﬀects on additional pathways that are not involved in single
treatments.11,12 Due to their chemistry, many heavy metal
species will interact with each other as well as with other
chemicals and biological structures rather than simply exerting
their own toxic eﬀects. A comprehensive analysis looking at all
possible combinations of some of the most common heavy
metal contaminants (copper, lead, zinc and cadmium) in a sea
urchin assay found that in the majority of mixture combina-
tions, the metals interacted.18 In many cases, heavy metal
interactions increase the toxic eﬀects such mortality rate in
lavae,19 renal damage,20 embryonic toxicity and spermiotox-
icity18 but some also yield a decrease in expected toxicity.21,22
There are also many other factors that inuence the overall
toxicity of a heavy metal mixture such as whether exposure is
acute or chronic.10 Derivations from the expected toxicity cause
concern that current prediction and assessment methods are
not adequate and may lead to toxic mixtures that will harm
biota in the natural environment.
Heavy metal mixtures are not limited to aquatic environ-
ments, their eﬀects are also seen in terrestrial ecosystems.
Heavy metals have exhibited interactions that alter the expected
mixture toxicity in a number of terrestrial species such as
isopods,23 earthworms24 and nematodes.25 There is little exper-
imental data from higher vertebrates on which to base ecotoxic
risk assessment due to the diﬃculty of working with species
that have more complex biological systems, longer life spans
and the push to reduce animal testing. Given our knowledge
that single agent heavy metal exposure causes detrimental
health eﬀects in birds26–28 and mammals,29 we can assume that
at least some heavy metal mixtures will also have deleterious
eﬀects, potentially greater than would be expected from indi-
vidual exposure data. To add a further level of concern, the co-
exposure of metals with other types of pollutants can lead
unique combination eﬀects. Studies that have focused on the
eﬀect of heavy metals in combination with other chemicals have
found that they can interact with other agents, particularly
pesticides, which can also lead to altered mixture toxicity.30–322.2. Pharmaceutical drugs
Pharmaceutical chemicals are designed with their eﬀect on
humans and animals in mind and specic care is taken to
evaluate the risks of mixing with other chemicals or drugs. The
risk of unpredicted, unregulated mixture eﬀects is low during
their intended use but the potential for release into theRSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857 | 47845
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View Article Onlineenvironment is signicant and thus there is a great risk of such
agents becoming components of toxic mixtures in the envi-
ronment.33 Due to frequent usage and the nature of pharma-
ceutical excretion into bodily uids, which enter waste water
treatment plants, mixtures of pharmaceuticals in water bodies
are oen highly complex with multiple interactions occurring
between chemicals.34–36 The vast range of pharmaceutical
compounds that make their way into the environment makes
predicting such interaction diﬃcult: non-steroidal anti-
inammatory drugs (NSAIDs), hormones used as contracep-
tives, medications, antimicrobials and more are all frequently
detected.37
Experimental evidence demonstrates that oen mixtures of
such drugs have unexpected toxicity compared to individual
chemicals.38 In a study using D. magna, the toxicity of a mixture
of NSAIDs, including ibuprofen and acetylsalicylic acid, was
signicant even at levels where the individual drugs showed
little toxicity.39 Similar results have also been found with other
types of drugs. For example, one study found that clobrinic
acid, a cholesterol lowering drug, alone caused 1% of D. magna
to become immobilised and carbamazepine, an anticonvulsant,
alone immobilised 16% but in a mixture, they caused the
immobilisation of 95% of the organisms.40 This represents
a signicantly greater toxicity than expected, which would have
been underestimated using traditional models. Another study
showed that clobrinic acid and uoxetine, an antidepressant,
cause higher rates of death and deformity than predicted by the
single agents.41 Antimicrobial mixtures have also been a source
of concern as interactions between agents is a fairly common
occurrence. In fact, some antibiotics are purposely used in
combination in order to enhance their eﬃcacy thus increasing
the likelihood that antimicrobial mixtures will be more toxic
than expected.42 The intended usage of such agents is to inhibit
or kill bacteria but when released into the environment, anti-
microbial mixtures are potentially toxic to many non-target
bacterial species as well other microorganisms that are critical
to ecosystems.43–45
Although much of the work looking at pharmaceutical
mixtures focuses on lower trophic organisms, in the environ-
ment, this oen confers risk throughout the ecosystem.46,47
Evidence shows that mixtures of these agents also endanger
higher species such as sh and birds.48–502.3. Pesticides
The term ‘pesticide’ covers a wide range of compounds and
chemicals and refers to one of the most commonly used cate-
gory of pollutants, representing a multibillion dollar industry.
Pesticides are designed to be toxic to at least one species which
has meant they have been fairly well-studied in order to dene
risk assessment legislature related to their use. Diﬀerent types
of pesticides are oen purposefully used in mixtures in order to
target ‘pests’ or to increase eﬃciency so co-exposures may occur
to non-target species right from the time of release. Due to this,
a substantial amount of work has gone into investigating the
eﬀects of pesticide mixtures on wildlife. It has been shown that
mixtures of commonly used pesticides can increase mortality in47846 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857bees51 and even pesticide solvents can be toxic when combined
with insecticide agents.52 They can have adverse eﬀects of many
sh species including damaging their olfactory tissues which
are essential for processes such as migration and predator
detection.53–55 It has also been suggested that aquatic pesticide
mixtures can lower the immune responses of bivalves thus
putting them at risk of bacterial infections56 and are highly toxic
to estuarine amphipods.57 Pesticide mixtures have been an area
of particular worry in amphibian research due to the exposure
risk inherent in having both amphibious and terrestrial life
cycle stages. Insecticide mixtures have been found to dramati-
cally increase the mortality rate of frog species58 and slow larval
growth.59,60
As with many types of chemical mixtures, there is an
increasing body of data showing that some pesticides will be
more toxic when in mixtures than expected based on the
component chemical toxicities and so traditional assessment
methods may miscalculate the risk to the environment.61 For
example a study looking at salmon, a species considered under
ecological threat, found that sub-lethal combinations of
organophosphate and carbamate pesticides exhibit consider-
able synergy of acetylcholinesterase inhibition, which is essen-
tial for salmon survival.62 Another found that commonly used
fungicides that are oen used simultaneously or in close prox-
imity, can cause up to a twelve-fold increase in immobilization
of D. magna than that predicted by single chemicals.57 The usage
of many pesticides that are damaging to the environment is now
restricted or banned and so regulatory mixture assessments
only apply to current-use chemicals. However, many pesticides
are persistent in the environment and recent research has
shown that legacy pesticides can still be found at levels that are
capable of causing ecotoxic eﬀects.63 It is an issue of signicant
concern that there may be environmental organisms that are
exposed to mixtures containing ecotoxic pesticides, which are
not captured in current evaluations of mixture safety.3. Mode of eﬀects of chemical
mixtures
Early work in the eld, from the 1930's onwards, led to the
development of the three main models of mixture eﬀects (see
Fig. 1). The rst two were termed concentration addition and
independent action64,65 and these apply where there is no
interaction between the components in a mixture. The third
category is applied to mixtures where there is interaction
between the component chemicals leading to potentiation or
antagonism of toxicity.66 In the environment, mixtures are not
always made up of simply similarly or dissimilarly acting
chemicals and during risk assessment, all three models may
need to be considered particularly for more complex mixtures.3.1. Concentration addition and independent action
Both concentration addition and independent action use the
model of non-interaction so mixture toxicity is predicted based
on the assumption that components within a mixture will not
interact or interfere with each other. In theory, a concentrationThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
Fig. 1 Schematic demonstrating the theoretical models of chemical mixture eﬀects.
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View Article Onlineaddition model also known as an additive model applies to
chemicals in a mixture where the summation of the individual
component toxicities is equal to the toxicity of the mixture as
a whole.67 The model assumes that the diﬀerent agents in the
mixture share the same mechanism of toxicity and the same
target site but are diluted by each other and so do not inuence
each other's toxicity. Therefore, all components of the mixture
contribute to the total toxicity depending on their concentration
and potency, so that even if all components are at levels below
the toxicity threshold, the overall mixture would have toxicity
due to the additive eﬀect.68 Many approaches towards mixture
risk assessment, oen used by regulatory bodies, work on the
assumption that a mixture of chemicals will have a concentra-
tion additive toxic eﬀect.69 A good example of a class of chem-
icals that generally adhere to the assumptions of concentration
addition are xenoestrogens which can have signicantly detri-
mental eﬀects on the health of humans70 and wildlife.71,72
Studies have shown that even if the individual estrogenic
compounds are at levels where no eﬀect is observed (when
applied alone), the overall mixture has toxic eﬀects due to
concentration addition.73,74
Independent action, sometimes called response addition,
refers to chemicals that have diﬀerent modes of toxicity and so
aﬀect diﬀerent biological target sites. As the name suggests, the
components of the mixture are acting independently and so
they do not impact the toxicity of each other.75 Thus, in
a mixture where the components exhibit independent action, it
is expected that the overall mixture would have no toxicity
providing that all the individual agents are at subtoxic levels. In
terms of risk assessment, a mixture is oen assumed to exhibit
independent action if there is evidence to show the toxicity isThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016not additive.76 Unlike concentration addition, which has been
well-studied in a range of diﬀerent organisms and with multiple
chemicals, there is considerably less literature on the potential
of independent action and its accuracy.77 The studies that have
been done, mainly focus on microorganisms, bacteria78,79 and
algae,80 have found that independent action is a reliable way to
predict the eﬀect of dissimilarly acting chemicals in a mixture
and is more accurate for such chemicals than concentration
addition. More recently, studies looking at higher organisms
have also found similar results.813.2. Interactions
In some cases, relatively few yet environmentally signicant, the
toxicity of a mixture diﬀers from that expected using the
assumptions of concentration addition or independent action.
In these cases, mixture components inuence each other to
result in the overall toxicity being stronger or weaker than
predicted. This is due to interactions. When the mixture toxicity
exceeds that of the individual chemicals together, it is known as
synergy or potentiation. Multiple studies have shown that heavy
metals, in particular, oen have potentiated toxicity due to
interaction with each other in mixtures.82–84 The term potenti-
ation is sometimes used interchangeably with the word syner-
gism but they each refer to distinct occurrences. Mixture toxicity
is described as synergistic if only one compound is present at
a toxic level and the other components in a mixture are present
at subtoxic levels.67,85 Therefore, the chemical present at a sub-
toxic level would have no eﬀect if applied in isolation and only
has toxicity in the context of the mixture. This component
would be known as the synergist.86 Potentiation or synergismRSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857 | 47847
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View Article Onlineoccurs when a chemical in a mixture alters the way another is
metabolised. In a complex mixture it is possible that there may
be more than one interaction where metabolism is changed
making the overall outcome even harder to predict. There are
twomain ways in which a chemical can aﬀect the metabolism of
the other. The rst is if it causes a second chemical to be acti-
vated quicker; this usually happens as a result of the rst
chemical inducing the expression of enzymes that are involved
in the activation of a second chemical. The second way that
metabolism can be altered is when a chemical prevents another
from being degraded by inhibiting an enzyme, or its expression,
that is involved in detoxication.67,87
Carbon disulphide is a well-studied hepatotoxic pollutant
that exhibits synergistic toxicity in certain mixtures. It can cause
considerably greater levels of toxicity than predicted by
concentration or response addition due to its inuence on
mixed function oxidases (MFOs) detoxifying enzymes, speci-
cally cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes.88 CYP2E1 enzymes
metabolise and activate carbon sulphide89 and in the presence
of chemicals that also induce the expression of CYP enzymes,
potentiation of carbon disulphide toxicity occurs as it is acti-
vated signicantly quicker than if applied alone. This eﬀect
happens in both simultaneous and sequential exposures.90
Another example of altered metabolism leading to potentiation
is that of malathion, an extensively used pesticide that is oen
contaminated during manufacture with an impurity called
isomalathion. In combination, a mixture of the two has greater
than expected cytotoxicity and genotoxicity91 due to inhibition
of carboxylesterases, another family of detoxication enzymes,
by isomalathion. As detoxication of malathion is signicantly
slower, mixture toxicity is enhanced.92
The second type of interaction is known as antagonism. This
occurs when toxicity of a mixture is less than expected using
a concentration or response addition model, i.e., less than that
of its individual components. This can happen due to direct
interaction between chemicals, competition at receptors or
altered metabolism.93 A well-studied, environmental example of
antagonism is the interaction between mercury and selenium.
The presence of selenium is thought to reduce the assimilation
of methylmercury in the body thus reducing its toxicity.94 The
selenium is able to sequester the mercury and so decreases its
bioavailability and ability to cause toxic eﬀects. Sequestration
prevents the action of selenium-dependant enzymes which
contain sulphur molecules essential for a signicant part of the
toxicity of mercury.95,96 In ecotoxic risk assessment, antagonistic
interactions are not as concerning as synergistic or potentiated
interactions as the toxicity of the mixture is underestimated
rather than being more dangerous than expected.4. Current approaches to mixture risk
assessment
Environmental risk assessment is something of a complicated
task; consideration of multiple chemicals, species, mechanisms
of action, exposure ranges etc. all have their part to play andmay
be needed for the risk to be accurately predicted. In a laboratory47848 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857situation, it is impractical if not impossible to experimentally
recreate and test each combination of chemicals, which might
be found in the environment. For this reason, robust predictive
models are critical to our understanding of how pollutants
interact so that they can be appropriately evaluated. There are
two ways to approach the risk assessment of a mixture: (a)
looking at the whole mixture; or, (b) using data on the compo-
nent chemicals. Fig. 2 demonstrates the data used in both
whole mixture and component based approaches and provides
example risk assessment methods appropriate for each.
4.1. Whole mixture based approaches
Whole mixture approaches, sometimes called top-down
approaches, use toxicity data in the form of the biological
response to an entire mixture or from fractions of it in the case
of hydrocarbons mixtures.97 It is also possible to perform a risk
assessment on a surrogate mixture if it is considered similar
enough to the mixture under investigation. On initial consid-
eration, whole mixture approaches may seem the most logical
as they appear to best represent the simultaneous exposure that
organisms in the environment encounter. A key advantage of
this type of ecotoxic risk assessment is that by using the whole
mixture, any interactions between the component chemicals
that may have been missed in a component-based approach are
accounted for.76 In an environmental setting, it is sometimes
more appropriate to look at whole mixture data if the mix in
question is poorly characterised, such as in sludge, sediment or
eﬄuent water;98 if there are any unknown or unidentied
constituents, they are also captured in the assessment.
However, there are some important limitations; the infor-
mation resulting from a whole mixture assessment is highly
specic to that particular mixture and cannot be extrapolated to
other mixtures or situations. It is only applicable to mixtures
that are very stable in the environment as it does not account for
any change in composition that is typical of complex mixtures.
This type of approach does not generate any information on the
mechanism of action of components within the mixture.99 It is
only possible to determine if there is an additive response (from
some assessments) but nothing further can be concluded about
potential interactions. Even if a specic toxic endpoint such as
genotoxicity is identied and measured, it is not possible to
identify the toxicant responsible for this outcome. For ecotox-
icity risk assessment, whole mixture approaches are oen not
achievable as it is not possible to extract or recreate an entire
environmental mixture due to the sheer scale of potential
component-based approaches.100
4.2. Component based approaches
When it is possible to identify all of the components in
a mixture, risk assessment is oen carried out using toxicity
data on the constituent parts. Quantitative toxicity data is
paired with risk and/or hazard classication to provide a full
risk assessment. Usually, the type of mixture eﬀect is deter-
mined using knowledge of the mode of action and this, along
with the type of exposure and toxicity, directs the selection of
the most appropriate risk assessment method.101 Due toThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
Fig. 2 Flow chart of general guidance on the depth of toxicity data available for chemical mixtures and appropriate risk assessment methods.
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View Article Onlineavailability of data and practicality restrictions, the mode of
action might not be known so for environmental toxicity
assessments, many methods assume a concentration addition
model. Although component-based approaches solve many of
the limitations of whole mixture assessments, the assumption
of non-interaction in lieu of mode of action data may result in
potentially ecotoxic mixture interactions being missed.102
However, evidence suggests that for the majority of cases,
concentration addition is adequate to predict mixture toxicity.
Commonly used component-based approaches that assume
additivity include Relative Potency Factor (RPF) methods such
as Toxic Equivalency Factors (TEFs), the Toxic Unit (TU)
summation approach and the hazard index (HI).103 Herein, we
will discuss a few of the most used methods, but Table 1
provides a more comprehensive list of approaches.
The summation of TUs is the most direct application of the
concentration addition model and it is extensively used in
ecotoxicology risk assessment.104,105 The TU of a chemical is
derived as a fraction where the concentration of the individual
mixture component is divided by a toxic endpoint dener such
as the EC50 (the dose at which a 50% eﬀect is induced when that
chemical is in isolation). For long-term exposures, the no
observed eﬀect level (NOEL) can also be used. The overall toxic
unit of the mixture is calculated by the summation of the
individual TUs.76,106
Risk assessment methods that use RPFs are generally used
for groups of chemicals where the toxicity and dose–response of
one particular individual chemical in the class is well-This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016characterised and studied.107,108 This chemical is known as the
index compound. Using the assumption that others in the same
class have the same mechanism of action, the toxicity of the
chemical under question is expressed relative to that of the
index compound. RPFs can be considered scaling factors that
allow toxicity to be dened relative to how much of the index
compound that would be needed in order to generate the same
toxicity as the investigated chemical.109 For evaluating mixture
eﬀects, RPFs assume a concentration addition model so the
toxicity of a mixture can be calculated by adding up the equiv-
alent index compound doses. The most commonly used type of
RPF method is the TEF but a similar RPF known as the potency
equivalency factor (PEC) has also been developed for use with
more diverse groups of chemicals including polyaromatic
hydrocarbons.107
TEFs are a specic type of RPF that are extensively used in
environmental regulatory circumstances to assess the toxicity of
dioxins, furans and other dioxin-like compounds, such as pol-
ychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), that bind to the aryl hydro-
carbon receptor.110,111 These chemicals have diverse ecotoxic
properties and are highly persistent in the environment leading
to accumulation up food chains. TEFs express the equivalent
toxicity of these compounds, between 0.00001 and 1, relative to
the most potent dioxin: 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-diozin
(TCDD).112 For cumulative assessment, the sum of equivalent
TCDD doses for each dioxin-like compound is used, which is
generated by multiplying the dose by the TEF for that particular
compound. Although highly useful, the TEF method makesRSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857 | 47849
Table 1 Component-based methods of chemical mixture risk assessment approaches categorised by the assumed mechanism of action
Component-based approaches
Concentration addition Independent action Interactions
Direct application Direct application Weight of evidence HI
Toxic Equivalency Factors (TEFs) Physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model
Hazard Index (HI) Interaction proles
Relative Potency Factors (RPFs)
Combined margin of exposures (MOETs)
Point of departure index (PODI)
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View Article Onlinesome central assumptions that restrict the mixtures it can be
applied to. The rst is that the components of the mixture must
exert toxicity via the aryl hydrocarbon receptor as the require-
ment for a similar mode of action validates the use of an
additive approach.113 As TEFs can be used for human and
wildlife mixture assessments, it also assumes that the chem-
icals behave the same or similarly in diﬀerent species.114 Finally,
it also assumes that equivalent toxicity between the chemicals
and TCDD remains the same at all doses. Although these rules
represent potential limitations, TEFs are regarded as easy to use
and easier to standardise across compound classes as they are
based on potency rather than exposure which can have many
factors. There have been multiple studies that have shown that
the TEF approach works well to accurately predict the toxicity of
mixtures of dioxin-like substances.115,116
The HI is more oen used in human health risk assessment
but it is increasingly being used to investigate environmental
mixtures, particularly those composed of pharmaceutical
agents.117–120 A HI is generated by the addition of hazard
quotients for each component chemical in a mixture. It is oen
used when the mechanism of action is not known as unlike the
TEF approach, the HI does not use a RPF scaling factor built
from exposure data but instead uses a minimum risk reference
level, usually derived from benchmark doses or the no observed
adverse eﬀect level (NOAEL).121 Hazard quotients are derived by
comparing the exposure of each chemical to a reference level
that is specic for that compound.122 The HI is used for
assessing mixtures of similarly acting compounds so an overall
HI is generated by summing the hazard quotients. Calculating
a HI gives a qualitative estimate of mixture risk and is stated in
terms of whether it exceeds unity or not. A HI of amixture that is
more than one is considered to exceed acceptable levels of
toxicity and is not ‘safe’ in the environment.123 The HI is
considered to be more exible than using TEFs as the exact
mechanism of action does not need to be known. Also, diﬀerent
types of data can be used interchangeably as exposure data and
acceptable limits as long as they are expressed in the same
limits. The comparison to a reference level strengthens the HI
approach as it is a well-characterised acceptable risk level and
providing they are already derived, calculating the HI is rela-
tively fast. However, this can also be a downside to the method
as the way that the reference value is calculated may diﬀer, due
to the use of uncertainty factors, for each mixture component
resulting in inconsistencies in the hazard quotients. Ideally,47850 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857standardised data should be used for each chemical to solve
this issue and make the HI a more robust tool.
For mixtures where the components have a similar mecha-
nism of action and the compounds have a linear dose–response
relationship, assessment of risk using either concentration
addition or independent action should give the same estima-
tions. Independent action is rarely used as an assumption for
ecotoxicity assessment methods as previous evidence has sug-
gested concentration addition is more applicable to mixtures.
Recently however, it has been suggested that a combined, tiered
approach may be more appropriate for environmental risk
assessment. The initial stages are used to determine whether
there is a need for further, higher tier testing. It has been
proposed that the rst tier involves the use of concentration
addition assumptions and the higher tier uses independent
action if needed.106,124
5. Challenges of environmental risk
assessment
5.1. Interactions
As described above, the majority of regulatory risk assessments
for environmental mixtures are based on the assumption of
similarly acting chemicals, also called concentration addition.
Although for many mixtures (Table 2) this may provide
a conservative measure of risk, it does not account for interac-
tions. For chemical mixtures where the constituent chemicals
inuence each other's toxicity, the risk that a mixture poses to
organisms in the environment can be under or overestimated
using this assumption. For environmental regulation, syner-
gistic interactions are of more concern than antagonistic ones
as the mixture is more toxic to wildlife than predicted and may
cause harm. Mixture eﬀects caused by heavy metals, in partic-
ular, may be diﬃcult to assess using traditional methods as
interactions are relatively common.125 As well as chemical
interactions, there are also a number of abiotic factors relating
to habitat that can combine with the eﬀects of chemical
mixtures and lead to synergy or antagonism of the mixture
toxicity.126
Interactions in mixtures occur only in specic situations and
are particular for that specic mixture, dose, organism, etc., so it
is generally diﬃcult to capture them in risk assessments. In
order to address this, various approaches have been developed
that aim to account for interactions in mixtures. The adjustedThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
Table 2 Examples of recent applications of common risk assessment methods and the mixtures they were used to evaluate
Methodology Mixture under investigation Reference
Whole mixture assessment Industrial wastewater containing cosmetics waste such as surfactants,
preservatives and phenol derivatives
152
Mixture of welding fumes containing toxic metals and gases 153
Boreal sediments containing metal emissions 154
Toxic Equivalency Factor (TEF) Binary mixtures of metals containing copper, lead and cadmium 155
Binary mixtures of benzo[a]pyrene and dibenzo[a,l]pyrene as well as complex
mixtures of PAHs
156
Hazard Index (HI) Air samples collected from classrooms 157
A mixture of nine phthalates in food items 158
Pesticide mixtures on fruit and vegetable 159
Adjusted or weight of evidence HI Predicted environmental mixture of 15 antibiotics 160
Physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)
modelling
Mixtures of trihalomethanes from reclaimed water 161
A mixture of 109 chemicals in gasoline 162
Mixture of pesticide residues 163
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View Article OnlineHI or weight of evidence (WOE) HI modication incorporates
pairwise assessment of possible interactions between all
chemicals in a mixture. It is used when the reference levels
taken for the derivation of the HI are based on a diﬀerent toxic
endpoint than the other chemicals in the mixture.127,128 There
are also other factors that are incorporated into the WOE score
such as quality of the data and type of interaction. The outcome
is a numerical score that indicates whether toxicity is likely to be
under- or over-estimated using the traditional HI method.129
This adjusted HI is limited to mixtures where all the compo-
nents are known as this information is needed to enable binary
interaction assessment. It is also fairly time intensive and needs
a lot of data to use. This approach has been developed for
human risk assessment and although the concepts can be
applied to environmentally relevant mixtures, appropriate data
needs to be accessible for successful application.
Another approach that aims to predict mixture toxicity and
risk by including interactions is the physiologically-based
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model. PBPK modelling aims to
predict pharmacokinetic interactions in mixtures at the tissue
level by assessing interactions of binary pairs of chemicals in
themix. It works on the assumption that interactions at a binary
level can be used to predict interactions in the whole, more
complex mixtures.130 The model views an organism as a set of
connected tissue compartments and factors such as metabo-
lism, uptake and interactions are included to provide a more
realistic biological basis for mixture assessment.131 It has been
shown that PBPK modelling is also able to predict changes of
chemical concentration in tissues due to mixture interac-
tions.132,133 This type of model is amenable to various types of
data and in theory can be adapted to incorporate many types of
toxicological endpoints, interactions, etc.134
Unfortunately, interaction-based risk prediction methods
require trained specialists to carry out the assessments and
a wealth of data on which to model mixture eﬀects. Even for
human risk assessment, a great deal more development is
needed and even more so to make them applicable in an envi-
ronmental context. Therefore, these methods are not currently
able to be used as a standard protocol for risk assessmentsThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016meaning that mixture interactions may still go unidentied
(Table 3).5.2. Multiple species assessment
The main diﬀerence between mixture risk assessment for
humans and for the environment is that the latter requires
consideration of multiple species. The aim of environmental
risk assessment is to protect the ecosystem as a whole, not just
individuals. This can present signicant problems when trying
to predict the risk of chemical mixtures. Assessment is
hampered by a lack of knowledge of chemical mechanism of
action as well as the potency in all species in a community as
toxicity of mixture components will diﬀer depending on physi-
ological and pharmacokinetic diﬀerences between organ-
isms.106 Toxicity of substances may also vary dramatically
between diﬀerent life stages, e.g., egg, larvae or adult of the
same organism. Such variations in sensitivity can be caused by
metabolism diﬀerences if detoxication or activation enzymes
are involved in the mechanism of action. There may also be
alterations in target sites that are needed for the mixture to exert
toxicity.135 Overall, this presents a very complex situation with
many factors to be accounted for in the characterisation of
mixture eﬀects.
Many environmental regulation approaches involve the use
of predicted no eﬀect concentrations (PNECs).136 PNECs are
generated from laboratory-based standardised tests performed
on the most sensitive organism in the ecosystem, which are
then adjusted to account for factors such as inter-laboratory
variation. Such organisms are from diﬀerent trophic orders
and an assumption is made that protection at lower levels of the
ecosystem will confer safety to higher trophic species. In
Europe, standard REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Author-
isation and restriction of Chemicals) regulation requires that
three species datasets are provided, one from each of the main
trophic levels: primary producer, primary consumer, secondary
consumer. For example, for aquatic ecosystems it is required
that data for an algal species, a crustacean and a sh species are
provided.137 The extrapolation of this data is oen veryRSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857 | 47851
Table 3 A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the most commonly used mixture risk assessment methods
Methodology Advantages Disadvantages
Whole mixture assessment Interactions between components are captured Cannot extrapolate assessment to any other
mixtures
Can be used to study poorly characterised
mixtures such as sludge or sediment
Can only be used for stable mixtures
No mechanistic information can be determined
Cannot identify component(s) responsible for
eﬀects
Toxic equivalency factor (TEF) Relatively simple to use Chemicals in questionmust exert toxicity via the
AhR so only applicable for certain agentsEasier to standardise than other methods
Assumes that the equivalent toxicity between
the chemical and the reference is the same at all
concentrations
Hazard Index (HI) Flexible as exact mechanism of action does not
have to be determined
Use of uncertainty factors can result in
inconsistencies in the hazard quotient
Diﬀerent types of data can be used as risk
reference levels
Uses well characterised ‘acceptable risk levels’
for reference
Adjusted or weight of evidence HI Accounts for interactions in mixture Mixture must be fully characterised
Can be used when chemicals have diﬀerent
toxicological endpoints
Time and data intensive
Physiologically-based
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling
Accounts for interactions in mixture Needs a trained specialist to perform
Can incorporate various data types, toxicological
endpoints, interactions etc.
Requires a lot of data for model
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View Article Onlinerestricted as it does not account for inherent dissimilarities
between species at diﬀerent trophic levels. As well, there may
even be large variances between organisms within the same
trophic categorisation. Furthermore, the assumption of
protection to higher trophic species does not necessarily hold
for chemicals that bioaccumulate up the food chain. The
essential need to consider multiple species in a community has
meant that typical regulatory mixture assessments are oen
unsuitable and may underestimate the risk of ecotoxic mixture
eﬀects.
There have been proposals for methods that aim to look at
risk assessment at a community level rather than an individual
level. The recent development of a tissue residue approach
suggests a tiered method. The rst tier assesses the toxicity of
a mixture in individual species and then the second and third
tiers use tissue residue data to derive a level which would
provide protection to a specied percentage of organisms in
a community.138 Further to this, species specic distributions
(SSDs) take species sensitivities and predict the fraction of
species in the total community which will experience toxic
eﬀects from mixtures using a known statistical distribu-
tion.139,140 Another way to address the issue might be the use of
adverse outcome pathways. These models aim to use mecha-
nistic data relating to single chemicals and mixtures to inte-
grate population level responses into risk assessments.141,142
So far, these methods are still being developed and have
come under some criticism due to inconsistencies in the deri-
vation of sensitivity data. However, with further work they could
have substantial implications for regulatory risk assessment of
environmental mixtures providing more exposure data is
generated for use in SSDs, etc.47852 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–478575.3. Simple vs. complex mixtures
The approaches that are used to assess the risk of simple
mixtures, those that have fewer than ten components, may not
be appropriate to evaluate the potential toxicity of complex
mixtures. Complex mixtures can have in excess of hundreds of
chemical constituents, not all of which may have been identi-
ed. Mixtures with numerous components are also more likely
to change over time and more likely to have potential interac-
tions between chemicals. Many risk assessment approaches,
particularly those focused on human health protection, are
based on the assumption of binary pair toxicity predicting the
mixture eﬀects of an overall mixture. In an environmental
context where there are so many potential combinations, oen
with unidentied components, assessment approaches need to
consider how to handle highly complex mixtures that are
composed of potentially innumerable chemicals.
It is possible that grouping compounds within complex
mixtures may make them more manageable for risk assess-
ment. Grouping can be done on the basis of toxicological or
structural similarity to form assessment or risk groups. Two
suggested methods that can be used to handle the prediction of
complex mixture risk are the top n and pseudo top n
approaches.99,143 The top n approach identies a given number
(‘n’) of the most risky chemicals in the mixture, for example the
top ten components that pose the most toxic risk might be
characterised. The pseudo top n identies the top classes of
chemical that present the most risk. Then by grouping chem-
icals based on similarities such as mechanism of action,
a chemical is identied to represent each class. Once the actual
top or pseudo top n chemicals have been identied, the risk of
the mixture can be assessed using the same methods as areThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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View Article Onlineused for simple mixtures. It is assumed that the overall mixture
risk is captured by focusing on the most risky chemicals.144 A
method comparable to this has previously been used in
a human health risk assessment framework and it is possible
this kind of approach could be used for environmental mixtures
as well.145
Depending on the amount and quality of data, it may also be
possible to use PKBK approaches to extrapolate data from
simple, binary mixtures to predict the toxicity of those with
more than two constituents. Using pairwise interaction data as
building blocks, PBPK models can add further ‘connections’ to
incorporate more components providing there is qualitative
data available on the mechanism of action. Theoretically such
a model could be applied to a mixture with as many compo-
nents as desired.131 This type of method requires a certain
amount of data and as complete exposure data for such a large
number of possible combinations will not always be available
(or possible to obtain), computational approaches have been
developed with the aim to bridge this gap.146 Although there is
still signicant work needed, they represent a promising new
approach to more accurate risk assessment of complex envi-
ronmental mixtures. This is particularly important as although
the eld of simple mixture risk assessment is now advancing
rapidly, the development of methods for dealing with complex
mixtures is oen lagging behind due to a lack of good quality,
quantitative data.
6. Future focus
As this review has shown, there are a number of challenges
specic to the assessment of environmental mixtures that
further complicate an already diﬃcult task and when consid-
ering whether we can accurately predict the risk of environ-
mental mixtures. It becomes apparent that this may only be
possible to do in data rich situations where factors such as
components and mechanisms of action have been charac-
terised. There is an obvious necessity in all types of mixture risk
assessment for data gaps, such as chemical mechanisms of
action and species sensitivities, to be identied and perhaps
a systematic approach implemented towards rectifying them.
Further development of predictive models is another key step
towards improved risk assessment of mixtures. Models that
account for biological factors such as metabolism and body
distributions, e.g., the PBPK model have been suggested as
oﬀering the most rened method for predictive purposes and
are increasingly being used.147 Although it has been pointed out
that such models need validation using commonly encountered
chemical mixtures, once such data is generated, they might be
used for standard regulatory assessments.103,147
For environmental mixture assessment, focus towards better
modelling of ecosystems and involvement of multiple species in
environmental risk prediction has already begun with methods
such as the SSD. There are a number of assumptions made by
currently-used methods that may work for human risk assess-
ment but are not applicable to environmental mixtures. For
example, data on toxicity endpoints is oen only needed for one
lifestage (oen the adult stage) whereas some mixtures may beThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016more toxic to developing organisms.148 Also, due to the large
number of organism in ecosystems, toxicity data is oen only
used from a select few species. However, these species may not
be representative of the ecosystem as a whole; for example,
aquatic assessment methods for mixtures use data from D.
magna, which have a number of unique characteristics such as
asexual reproduction.149 Although pitfalls like these need to be
amended, for ecotoxic chemicals, assessment at the population
level is much more relevant than looking at toxicity at the
individual level. The use of data from mesocosms or model
ecosystems may oﬀer a better solution when looking at mixture
eﬀects of a community, so higher tier assessment models will
require more attention and work in the future.150 Finally,
consideration must be given to external, abiotic factors in the
ecosystem such as exposure route. Part of the risk character-
isation of chemicals relies on determination of a dose–response
relationship in a specic media but in the environment,
organisms can be exposed to chemicals via food, air, water, etc.
The route by which organisms are exposed to chemicals in
a mixture will aﬀect the overall toxicity and incorporation of
partitioning and route information will improve the accuracy of
risk assessments. The development of multimedia fate models
has been suggested as a dynamic option for looking at chemical
fate and mixture exposure route and will likely see further
progress in the future.151
There are many areas where mixture risk assessment
methods need concerted eﬀort and work in order to make them
more useable for ecotoxic mixtures. By focusing on those issues
which signicantly impair the accuracy of risk assessments, it
may be possible for new and improved models to overcome
such issues and ultimately be used in a regulatory context to
ensure mixture toxicity in the environment are not above
acceptable levels.
7. Conclusions
In the environment, organisms are simultaneously exposed to
a great variety of chemicals with diverse properties. The way in
which chemicals in a mixture inuence the overall toxicity
depends on many factors including their concentration, target
site and mechanism of action. The toxicity of a mixture can be
predicted using toxicity data on either the individual compo-
nents or the mixture as a whole. Current approaches that aim to
characterise the risk of chemical mixtures use component-
based methods based on concentration addition such as TEFs
and HIs. Chemicals in mixtures such as pharmaceuticals, heavy
metals and pesticides can cause detrimental health eﬀects to
organisms and for those mixtures where there are interactions
between the components, these traditional risk assessment
methods may lead to an underestimation of toxicity which
could endanger wildlife.
Currently, our ability to accurately predict the ecotoxic eﬀect
of chemicals in mixtures is restricted by major challenges, such
as multi-species considerations and a lack of consideration of
interactions, which hinder the development of better predictive
models. The vast number of factors that need to be considered
and then incorporated into risk assessments makes it appear anRSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47844–47857 | 47853
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View Article Onlinealmost insurmountable task. However, the establishment of
newer assessment methods such as PBKB and SSD models aim
to overcome issues that make traditional risk assessments
unsuitable for environmental mixtures. There is considerable
focus on how such methods can be improved for risk assess-
ment in general but future work will also need to address
developing models that are more suited to the specic and
daunting task of environmental mixture risk assessment such
as population level assessment models and consideration of
highly complex, poorly dened mixtures.Acknowledgements
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